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Abstract
Two types of new Chern-Simons (CS) densities, both defined in all odd and even dimensions, are
proposed. These new CS densities feature a scalar field interacting with a scalar. In one case this is a
Higgs scalar while in the other it is a Skyrme scalar. The motivation is to study the effects of adding
these new CS terms to a Lagrangian which supports static soliton solutions prior to their introduction.
1 Introduction
Chern-Simons (CS) densities play a prominent role [1] in Yang-Mills (YM) field theory, both mathematically
and physically. Application of CS terms in 2 + 1 dimensional YM field theory was introduced in [2], in the
framework of the path integral formulation. Because the dimension of the (quadratic) YM term differed
from the dimension of the CS term by the first power of the dimensions of a mass, this was described as a
“topologically massive” gauge theory 1. This is not the context of the present report, which is concerned
exclusively with the classical field theoretic aspects of Chern-Simons field theories.
Subsequent to the original work of [2], CS terms were applied in classical field theories concerned with
the construction of soliton solutions. CS densities were used in Refs. [3, 4, 5], to describe the dynamics
of Abelian gauged-Higgs models in 2 + 1 dimensions, which supported finite energy soliton solutions. The
salient feature of the CS dynamics in these cases was the introduction of electric charge and spin, in addition
to the magnetic vortex flux of the solitons. This was seen in [3] where the CS term was added to the
Maxwell-Higgs Lagrangian, while in [4, 5] the CS term was the sole source of the gauge field dynamics. (In
the latter case the electrically charged solutions remained topologically stable, in addition to having finite
energy.) Still in 2 + 1 dimensions and with Abelian gauge dynamics, analogues of the models in [4, 5], with
the complex Higgs scalar being replaced by the O(3) sigma model scalar, were studied in [6, 7, 8].
The context of the present report is precisely that of [3, 4, 5] and [6, 7, 8], namely that of adding a CS
term to the Lagrangian of a system that supports solitons prior to the introduction of the CS term, with a
view to inquiring what effect this has on the original solitons. Specifically, we aim to introduce a framework
where (new) Chern-Simons densities can be defined in gauge theories in all (odd and even) dimensional
spectimes.
To date, what will be referred to below as Higgs-Chern-Simons (HCS) densities [11, 12], were applied to
Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) Lagrangians in 3+1 dimensions and the resulting deformation of the solitons of the
1The term “topological” is due to the quantisation of the dimensional constant of the theory.
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latter due to the influence of these new HCS term(s) were investigated [13, 14]. In the present report, we are
not concerned with any such special applications. Rather, we aim to give a general framework of constructing
new Chern-Simons densities in all even and odd dimensions both for gauged-Higgs and gauged-Skyrme [15]
systems.
The (usual) Chern-Simons (CS) densities [1] are defined in odd dimensions only. This is because they
descend from Chern-Pontryagin (CP) densities by one dimension, the latter being defined as all possible
traces of antisymmetrized products of the Yang-Mills (YM) curvature in even dimensions. We will refer to
these CS densities as the usual CS densities.
The (usual) N -th CP density C
(N )
CP in 2N dimensions is by construction a total divergence
C
(N )
CP =∇ ·Ω
(N ) ≡ ∂iΩ
(N )
i (1)
The usual CS density is then defined in (2N − 1) (odd) dimensions as the 2N -th component of Ω
(N )
i , i.e.
Ω
(N )
CS
def.
= Ω
(N )
i=2N . (2)
One way to construct CS densities in all (including even) dimensions is to start from such analogues of Chern-
Pontryagin (CP) densities which are defined in all (including odd) dimensions. This is what is proposed
here. We consider two such analogues of CP densities, both employing scalar fields in addition to the gauge
fields. The central feature of both these analogue-CP densities is that they share the property of being
total-divergence with the usual CP densities. Once these quantities are constructed, then the definintions
of the new Chern-Simons densities follow in the usual way via the descent by one dimension indicated in
(1)-(2).
The first of these analogue-CP densities are what one might call the Higgs–Chern-Pontryagin (HCP)
densities, which result from the dimensional reduction of the usual CP densities defined on direct product
spacesMD×KN , whereMD is the D-dimensional residual space and KN is a N -dimensional compact coset
space. The most useful such spaces are the N -spheres SN , to which we shall restrict our attention. D +N
is of course even, but N and D individually can be either odd or even. It turns out that after integrating
out the coordinates on SN , the residual density on MD remains a total-divergence after the dimensional
descent. These are the quantities that are proposed as the analogue-CP densities, namely the Higgs–Chern-
Pontryagin (HCP) densities. A fairly comprehensive sample of such densities is given in Appendix A, where
a brief summary of the calculus of dimensional reduction employed is also presented.
We shall denote these HCP densities as C
(N ,D)
HCP as the analogues of C
(N )
CP , with D + N = 2N . Once
we have these HCP densities (in all dimensions), the resulting (new) CS densities in (D − 1)-dimensions
can be constructed via the descent by one dimension in the usual way. We refer to these new CS densities
Higgs–Chern-Simons (HCS) densities.
The second of these analogue-CP densities is what one might call the Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (SCP)
densities. (By Skyrme [15] systems we mean O(D + 1) sigma models in MD defined in terms of the scalar
field φa, a = 1, 2, . . . , D+1, subject to the constraint |φa|2 = 1.) In contrast to the HCP densities mentioned
in the previous paragraph, the SCP densities are not arrived at via dimensional descent. They are rather the
topological charge densities [16] ̺(D,N) of SO(N) gauged Skyrme systems in (all even and odd)D dimensions.
Their analogy with the (usual) CP densities C
(N )
CP of YM systems is based on their shared property of being
the topological charge densities of both systems, respectively. Specifically, the crucial shared property is that
both the usual and the Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) densities are total-divergence. The prescription for
constructing the topological charge, i.e. the SCP densities, is given in Appendix B. Again, a representative
sample of these is listed in that Appendix. Again, the total-divergence property of the SCP densities enables
the definition of the corresponding Skyrme–Chern-Simons (SCS) densities in (D − 1)-dimensions via the
usual descent (1)-(2) by one dimension.
Appendices A and B serve the purpose of defining HCP and SCP densities, which are the building
blocks in the constructions of the Higgs–Chern-Simons (SCS) and Skyrme–Chern-Simons (SCS) densities,
respectively. In the absence of induction formulas for the manifestly total divergence expressions for the
HCP and SCP densities, representative samples of these are listed, which happen to be of intrinsic interest
in the construction od solitons.
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The contents of Appendices A and B overlap substantially with parts of Refs. [11] and [16], respectively.
They are given partly to make the account here more self-contained, but more importantly because in both
cases the choices of gauge groups made here are different from those made in [11] and [16]. Whereas previously
in [11, 16] the gauge groups were chosen such that topologically stable solitons in the given dimensions exist,
here, the corresponding choices of gauge groups are made such that there exist topologically stable solitons
in other (2 steps lower) dimensions, where the solitons to be deformed reside. The ultimate aim for the
application of the new Chern-Simons (CS) densities (both HCS and SCS) is to analyse the deformation of
static stable solitons due to the introduction of these new CS terms in the appropriate Lagrangians.
In Section 2, we give the prescription for constructing the Higgs–Chern-Simons (HCS) densities, present
several examples of possible physical interest, and discuss some of their properties with a view to application.
A similar account of the Skyrme–Chern-Simons (SCS) densities is presented in Section 3. Sections 2 and 3
rely, respectively, on the corresponding definitions of the Higgs–Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) and the Skyrme–
Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) densities presented in Appendices A and B. In Section 4, a summary and a brief
discussion of possible applications is given.
2 Higgs-Chern-Simons (HCS) densities
Before presenting the Higgs-Chern-Simons (HCS) densities, it should be stressed that the context in which
the application of these HCS terms is envisaged, is their effect on the soliton solutions of a Yang-Mills–
Higgs (YMH) system before the introduction of the HCS term to its Lagrangian. This circumstance puts a
strong restriction on the multiplet structure of the Higgs field(s) appearing in the system. The point is that
whatever is the Higgs multiplet of the original YMH model that is consistent with achieving finite energy
asymptotics, the same Higgs multiplet must be the one also defining the HCS term added to the YMH
Lagrangian.
In Appendix A, we have listed the HCP densities from which the HCS terms will be derived here. The
Higgs fileds Φ considered are n× n and n× n⊕ n× n multiplets, having eschewed the option of Higgs fields
φ in the fundamental representation of SU(n) given by (A.23)-(A.24). This is because the “physical” aim
is to study the effect of adding HCS term(s) to the YMH Lagrangian on the (finite energy) solutions of the
YMH system, while insisting that the HCS-deformed solution also supports finite energy. Thus if the Higgs
field Φ is employed in the original YMH Lagarangian, and employ φ to define the HCS term, then we would
have to satisfy the two finite energy conditions
lim
r→∞
DiΦ = 0 and lim
r→∞
Diφ = 0 (3)
simultaneously, which is clearly impossible.
Thus requiring that the solutions of the HCS-extended YMH model (the YMH-HCS model) have finite
energy requires that either the Higgs field Φ, or φ, must be employed exclusively. Further requiring that
the soliton of the YMH system be topologically stable 2 disqualifies the use of the Higgs multiplet φ. For
this reason fundamental Higgs fields φ are excluded from consideration.
The Higgs-Chern-Simons (HCS) densities are extracted from the Higgs-Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) densi-
ties in the usual way via the descent (1)-(2) by one dimension. The HCP are the dimensional descendants
of the CP, the details of which descents are presented in Appendix A.
The crucial property that HCP densities C
(N ,D)
HCP in (residual) D dimensions share with the N -th CP
density C
(N )
CP in 2N dimensions is that like the latter, they are total divergence, which we denote as
C
(N ,D)
HCP =∇ ·Ω
(N ,D) . (4)
Explicit expressions of Ω(N ,D) ≡ Ω
(N ,D)
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , D) are given by fo N = 3, 4 for several relevant
examples by (A.27)-(A.37), in Appendix A.
2Except in 3+1 dimensions, where there exist sphalerons of the YMH system with a fundamental Higgs, in other dimensions
not even such unstable solutions are known.
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The definition of the Higgs-Chern-Simons (HCS) density pertaining to a given Higgs-Chern-Pontryagin
(HCP) density Ω
(N ,D)
i is that it is the D-th (or any other) component of Ω
(N ,D)
i , i.e.
Ω
(N ,D−1)
HCS
def.
= Ω
(N ,D)
i=D , (5)
like in (1)-(2). The density Ω
(N ,D−1)
HCS is a scalar in the relevant (D − 1)-dimensional space(-time) with
coordinates xµ, (µ = 1, 2, . . . , (D − 1)), and is a functional of [Aµ,Φ].
For the examples of HCP densities listed in Appendix A, namely (A.27)-(A.29) and (A.31)-(A.37), the
corresponding HCS terms can be read off immediately. Those in 3 + 1 and 2 + 1 dimensional space(-times)
resulting from the N = 3 HCP densities are, respectively
Ω
(3,5−1)
HCS = εµνρσ Tr Fµν Fρσ Φ (6)
Ω
(3,4−1)
HCS = εµνλTr Γˆ
(n)
[
− 2η2Aλ
(
Fµν −
2
3
AµAν
)
+ (ΦDλΦ−DλΦΦ)Fµν
]
(7)
and those in dimensional space(-times) 5+ 1, 4+ 1, 3+ 1 and 2+ 1 resulting from the N = 4 HCP densities
are,
Ω
(4,7−1)
HCS = εµνρστλ Tr Fµν Fρσ FτλΦ (8)
Ω
(4,6−1)
HCS = εµνρσλ Tr Γˆ
(n)Aλ
[(
FµνFρσ − FµνAρAσ +
2
5
AµAνAρAσ
)
+
+DλΦ (ΦFµνFρσ + FµνΦFρσ + FµνFρσΦ)
]
(9)
Ω
(4,5−1)
HCS = εµνρσ Tr
[
Φ
(
η2 FµνFρσ +
2
9
Φ2 FµνFρσ +
1
9
FµνΦ
2Fρσ
)
−
2
9
(ΦDµΦDνΦ−DµΦΦDνΦ+DµΦDνΦΦ)Fρσ
]
(10)
Ω
(4,4−1)
HCS = εµνλ Tr Γˆ
(n)
{
6η4Aλ
(
Fµν −
2
3
AµAν
)
− 6 η2 (ΦDλΦ−DλΦΦ) Fµν
+
[ (
Φ2DλΦΦ− ΦDλΦΦ
2
)
− 2
(
Φ3DλΦ−DλΦΦ
3
) ]
Fµν
}
(11)
It transpires that in all odd dimensional spacetimes the HCS densities, e.g. (7), (9) and (11), the leading
term consists of the usual CS density for the SU(n)×SU(n) gauge field which is gauge variant, and a Higgs
dependant part which is gauge invariant. The gauge transformation properties of these HCS densities are
therefore precisely the same as those of the usual CS densities in the given (odd) dimensions.
By contrast, in all even dimensional spacetimes the HCS densities, e.g. (6), (8) and (10), are gauge invariant
and are expressed by both the SU(n) gauge field and the corresponding algebra valued Higgs field. Ob-
viously, these do not have usual CS analogues and are in that sense entirely new. This procedure can be
repeated for all N ≥ 5 yielding a tower of HCS densities in a spacetime of any dimension.
As in the 2 + 1 dimensional applications [3, 4, 5] , the salient feature of the Chern-Simons dynamics is
the introduction of the electric component A0 of the gauge connection and hence the electric charge. Of
course, in odd dimensional spacetimes one has the usual Chern-Simons (CS) density so the application of
HCS terms is not indispensible. On the other hand it is conceivable that HCS dynamics may lead to new
qualitative effects. Certainly in even dimensional spacetimes one has no other choice than to employ HCS
densities, and in the 3+1 dimensional cases studied [13, 14] not only does this enable the electrical charging
of the soliton, but the effects of the two HCS densities (6) and (10) employed there result in qualitatively
different effects.
We end our account of the application of HCS, with attention to the case when the gauge group is
Abelian. This is possible only for HCP densities in even D, i.e. in odd dimensional spacetimes in which
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the HCS density may play a dynamical role. In particular in 2 + 1 dimensions, solitons (vortices) of the
YMH (Maxwell-Higgs) system exist only for U(1). But as explained at the end of Section A.3, Abelian
HCP densities in D = 4p , p = 1, 2, . . . vanish but are nonvanishing in D = 4p + 2 , p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , so
for an Abelian Higgs system in 2 + 1 dimensions there exists no HCS density since this would result from
the corresponding D = 4 HCP density, which is absent. Of course in that case, one still has the usual CS
density, which would have been present as the leading term even if the HCS density had existed.
Thus one can define HCS densities only in 4 + 1, 6 + 1, etc. dimensions. These can be read off (A.42).
For example, the HCS density in 4 + 1 dimensions is
C˜
(4,6)
HCP = εµνρσλ
[
fµνfρσ
(
η2 aλ + iϕ
∗Dλϕ
)]
. (12)
It is of course not possible to construct (regular) solitons of a system featuring a complex scalar field in
these dimensions, but (12) can be useful in studying black holes since in that case is not necessary that the
solution be regular at the origin.
3 Skyrme-Chern-Simons (SCS) densities
The definition of the Skyrme-CS (SCS) density in D−1 dimensions proceeds exactly as for the usual CS and
the Higgs-CS (HCS) densities stated in (2) and (5), respectively. This involves the one-step descent of the
corresponding Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) densities in D dimensions, which are presented in Section
B.2 of Appendix B.
Unlike in the case of the Higgs-CS (HCS) densities in odd dimensions, where the leading term was the
usual CS density those dimensions, the systematic derivation of the the Skyrme-CS (SCS) density does not
feature such a term. In the former case, the HCS, the mechanism responsible for the appearance of the
usual CS term in the HCS density results from the presence of the usual Chern-Pontryagin (CP) term in the
definition of the Higgs-CP density, the latter being a dimensional descendent of a CP density. By contrast,
the construction of the Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) density does not involve the dimensional reduction
of a (usual) CP density in higher dimensions, so that no residual CP term appears there.
The SCP densities in D dimensions used in the construction of the SCS densities in D−1 dimensions are
C
(D,N)
SCP and Cˆ
(D,N)
SCP , defined by (B.13) and (B.14) for odd- and even-D respectively. There, we have modified
the definition, (B.14), of the SCP density in even D by hand, such that it include the usual CP density.
The definitions of the corresponding Skyrme-CS (SCS) densities then follow systematically. These SCS
densities, Ω
(D−1,N)
SCS and Ωˆ
(D−1,N)
SCS , in D − 1 dimensional spacetime, are defined via the one-step descent as
Ω
(D−1,N)
SCS
def.
=
(
ω
(D)
iD=D
+Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
)
, D − 1 even (13)
Ωˆ
(D−1,N)
SCS
def.
=
(
ω
(D)
iD=D
+Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
)
+ λΩ
(N )
i=2N , D − 1 odd (14)
where Ω
(N )
i=2N = Ω
(N )
CS in (14) is the familiar (usual) CS density for the SO(N) gauge field in 2N−1 dimensions
appearing in (1).
In (13)-(14), the quantities ω
(D)
iD=D
and Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
are scalar densities in D−1 dimensional spacetime, whose
coordinates xµ are labelled by µ, ν, . . . , with µ, ν = 1, 2, . . . , D − 1. The quantities Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
in particular
encode the integer N , pertaining to the gauge group is SO(N), 2 ≤ N ≤ D − 1.
We do not have a closed form expression for the arbitrary case of Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
, but a general expression for
the term ω
(D)
iD=D
in (13)-(14) can be read off (B.4) and (B.5) as
ω
(D)
iD=D
= εµ1µ2...µD−1
(
sinD−1 f (1)∂iµ1f
(1)
)(
sinD−2 f (2)∂iµ2 f
(2)
)
. . .
(
sin f∂iµD−1 f
(D−1)
)
g . (15)
Before we list the chosen examples of SCS densities, we make some simplifications and refinements of our
notation. To avoid writing ω
(D)
iD=D
repeatedly, we instead write
ω(D) ≡ ω
(D)
iD=D
. (16)
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Also, since we are concerned only with SO(N) gauge groups here, we find it helpful to modify the notation
used in (2) for the usual N -th CP density Ω
(N )
CS , to take account of the SO(N) gauge group here as follows
Ω
(N )
CS → Ω
(N ,N)
CS . (17)
We finally list the SCS densities that follow from the definitions of the SCP densities listed in Section B.3.
These are displayed in groups according to the dimensionality of the space(-time), D − 1, and gauge group
SO(N) in each case.
In 2+1 dimensions the SCS density (14) results from the descents carried out on the D = 4 SCP densities
(14), namely from (B.31), (B.24) and (B.20), with gauge groups SO(2), SO(3) and SO(4) respectively.
These are
Ωˆ
(4−1,2)
SCS =
(
ω(4) + εµνλε
ABCAλ ∂µφ
A ∂νφ
B φC
)
+ λΩ
(2,2)
CS (18)
Ωˆ
(4−1,3)
SCS =
(
ω(4) + εµνλε
ABAαλφ
α ∂µφ
A ∂νφ
B
)
+ λΩ
(2,3)
CS (19)
Ωˆ
(4−1,4)
SCS = ω
(4) +
3
2
εµνλε
αα′ββ′
(
φ5(1−
1
3
(φ5)2)Aαα
′
λ
(
∂µA
ββ′
ν +
2
3
(AµAν)
ββ′
)
−
+3φ5
[
Fαα
′
µν φ
βDλφ
β′ − ∂µ
[
Aαα
′
ν φ
β
(
2∂λφ
β′ +Aλφ
β′
)] ])
+ λΩ
(2,4)
CS (20)
The (usual) CS densities Ω
(2,2)
CS , Ω
(2,3)
CS and Ω
(2,4)
CS in (18), (19) and (20) are given by
Ω
(2,2)
CS = εµνλAλ ∂µAν (21)
Ω
(2,3)
CS = εijkl A
α
λ
(
∂µA
α
ν +
2
3
(AµAν)
α
)
(22)
Ω
(2,4)
CS = εijkl εαα′ββ′A
αα′
j
(
∂kA
ββ′
l +
2
3
(AkAl)
ββ′
)
(23)
In 3 + 1 dimensions the SCS density results from the one-step descents carried out on the D = 5 SCP
densities (13), namely from (B.33) and (B.26), with gauge groups SO(2) and SO(3) respectively. These are
Ω
(5−1,2)
SCS = ω
(5) + 2 εµνρσε
ABCD Aµ ∂νφ
A∂ρφ
B∂σφ
CφD (24)
Ω
(5−1,3)
SCS = ω
(5) + εµνρσε
ABC Aαµ φ
α∂νφ
A∂ρφ
B∂σφ
C . (25)
It may be interesting to note that the Skyrme-CS (SCS) densities in both even and odd dimensional
space(-times) are gauge variant quantities in contrast to the Higgs-CS (HCS) densities, which in even
dimensional spacetimes are gauge invariant.
4 Summary and Discussion
This report is concerned with the definitions of two (new) types of Chern-Simons (CS) densities, to which
we have referred as Higgs–Chern-Simons (HCS) and Skyrme–Chern-Simons (SCS) densities. They are both
defined in all (odd and even) dimensions unlike the usual CS densities which are defined in odd dimensions
only. Both depend on a given Yang-Mills (YM), or Maxwell, curvature and its connection. In addition to
the gauge field, the HCS depend on a Higgs scalar, while the SCS on a Skyrme scalar.
Just as the definition of the usual CS density relies on the CP density being total divergence, here too the
definitions of both the HCS and SCS densities in D − 1 dimensional space(-time) rely on the fact that the
respective HCP and SCP densities in D dimensions are also total divergence. The HCP and SCP densities
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are just the topological charge densities of gauged-Higgs and gauged-Skyrme systems in D dimensions. The
topological charge densities of the gauged-Higgs systems result from the dimensional reduction of the CP
density in the bulk over spheres, presented in Appendix A. The topological charge densities of the gauged-
Skyrme systems are constructed directly by specifying a gauging prescription, given in Appendix B.
They (the HCS and SCS) are both arrived at via a one-step descent of the respective Chern-Pontryagin
(CP) analogue, namely from the Higgs–Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) and the Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (SCP)
in D dimensions, respectively. The resulting HCS and SCS are defined in D− 1 dimensions – the spacetime.
In the context here, it is envisaged that the models in question whose Lagrangians are augmented with the
HCS should support finite energy solutions in RD−2 prior the introduction of the HCS, while the models
whose Lagrangians are augmented with SCS terms should support topologically stable solitons in RD−2.
While the provenance of both the HCS and SCS densities is conceptually the same as that of the usual
CS density, unlike the latter their definitions are not restricted to odd dimensional spacetimes. Many other
properties of the HCS and SCS are quite contrasting, as described below.
• Gauge group
The usual CS density can be defined for any gauge group, namely the gauge group of the CP density
from which it is descended by one step. By contrast the gauge groups of both the HCS and the SCS
introduced here, are much more restrictive. In both cases these restrictions follow from the restrictions
on the gauge groups of both the HCP and the SCP densities from which the former are descended.
– Gauge group of the HCS density
∗ In even dimensional spacetime the gauge group is SU(n), the choice of n being determined by
the choice of the dimension 2N of the bulk space prior to the dimensional reduction yielding
the pertinent HCP density.
∗ In odd dimensional spacetime the gauge group is SU(n)× SU(n), n being again determined
by the choice of 2N of the bulk.
∗ Abelian gauge group: This is possible only in odd dimensional spacetimes. It is further
restricted to 4p+ 1 dimensions, for p = 0, 1, 2, . . .
– Gauge group of the SCS density
In D − 1 dimensional spacetime, the gauge group can be SO(N) for all possible N subject to
2 ≤ N ≤ D. (This restriction results from our prescription of gauging the O(D + 1) Skyrme
model in D dimensions.)
• Scalar multiplets
– Higgs multiplet
In D− 1 dimensional spacetime, the choice of the Higgs multiplet is made subject to two criteria.
i) the gauge group must be large enough for the Higgs-CS densities to be nonvanishing, and ii)
that the static solutions of the system on RD−2, prior to the introduction of the HCS terms to
the YMH Lagrangian, have at least finite energy if not also topological stability. Subject to these
criteria,
∗ In even dimensional spacetime the Higgs field takes its values in the adjoint representation
of the gauge group SU(n).
∗ In odd dimensional spacetime the Higgs field takes its values in su(n) ⊕ su(n) transforming
under SU(n)× SU(n).
∗ Abelian gauge group: In this case the Higgs field is a complex scalar.
In all cases both the HCS term(s) and the YMH Lagrangian prior to their introduction, must be
described by the same Higgs multiplet Φ. Finite energy conditions cannot be satisfied for a given
gauge group, for two distict Higgs multiplets, cf Eqn. (3).
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– Skyrme multiplet
In D−1 dimensional spacetime, whether D is even or odd, and irrespective of the choice of gauge
group SO(N), the full Lagrangian of the system is described by two distinct Skyrme scalars, one
defining the SCS term and the other defining the model prior to the introduction of the SCS term.
∗ For any givenD, the Skyrme-CS (SCS) in D−1 dimensions is defined in terms of the O(D+1)
sigma model field φa, a = 1, 2, . . . , D + 1, subject to |φa|2 = 1.
∗ For any given D, the system prior to the introduction of the SCS term to the Lagrangian is
the O(D − 1) sigma model field θa¯, a¯ = 1, 2, . . . , D − 1, subject to |θa¯|2 = 1. This system
supports static, finite energy and be topologically stable solutions in RD−2, as required.
The two Skyrme scalars see each other only through the chosen SO(N) gauge field, with N subject
to 2 ≤ N ≤ D − 1.
• Gauge transformations
– Gauge transformations of the HCS
∗ In even dimensional spacetime the HCS density is gauge invariant, rendering these irrelevant
for application to “topologically massive” gauge theory.
∗ In odd dimensional spacetimes the HCS density is gauge variant. It consists of a leading
term which is the usual CS density in that dimension, plus a Higgs dependent part which is
gauge invariant.
· The (real) dimensional coefficient of the usual CS component of the HCS is fixed by the
dimensional descent over the spheres.
· Its gauge transformation properties therefore are precisely those of the usual CS density 3
so subject to the additional requirements due to the presence of the Higgs scalar, it is
potentaially applicable to “topologically massive” gauge theories.
– Gauge transformations of the SCS
∗ In both even and odd dimensional spacetimes the SCS density is gauge variant, since both
ω(D) = ω
(D)
iD=D
and Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
featuring in its definitions(13) and (14), are each separately
gauge variant.
∗ Because of the presence of the term ω(D) in the definitions of all SCS densities, the gauge
variations of these cannot be cast in a geometrically convenient form. Hence, SCS densities
are not candidates for CS terms in “topologically massive” gauge theories.
In the context of applications, perhaps the most important feature of both the Higgs and Skyrme cases
is that they enable the electrical charging of the soliton, and in certain cases also allow the soliton to spin.
While we are not actively concerned here with applications, it is nonetheless in order to discuss the possibile
consequences of adding the HCS and SCS terms to various Lagrangians. Specifically it is interesting to
inquire what influence these new CS terms can have on the solitons of the system which were supported
prior to their introduction to the Lagrangian, e.g. the electrical charging of the soliton, changes in its mass
and spin, etc.
There are remarkable differences in the properties of HCS and SCS terms when applied to gauged Higgs
and gauged Skyrme Lagrangians. The gauged Higgs system, i.e. the Yang-Mills–Higgs (YMH) system, when
subjected to the inflence of HCS terms can be labelled as YMH-HCS, where only one Higgs field is employed.
By contrast, the gauged Skyrme system, say YMS1, prior to the introduction the of the SCS2 term may be
labelled as YMS1-SCS2, in a notation emphasising the distinction between the two Skyrme scalars involved.
We list some of these differences below.
3The gauge variation consists of two terms in each dimension. One is a total divergence and the other has the form of a
winding number density. For the integral of the total divergence term to vansih, and for the integral of the winding number
density term to yield an integer, the appropriate asymptotic behaviour of the gauge connection must be assumed. This will
differ from the asymptotic behaviour required of the usual YM-CS theories because of the presence of the Higgs field.
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• In a given dimension, the YMH-HCS Lagrangian can (in principle) feature an infinite tower of HCS
terms since these result from dimensional reduction, with the choice of codimension being unlimited.
• In a given dimension, both the gauged-Skyrme Lagrangian YMS1 and the SCS term SCS2 are uniquely
fixed by the choice of gauge group SO(N) allowed by the gauging prescription.
• In the case of a YMH system, a given choice of gauge group SU(n), or SU(n) × SU(n), which is
adequate to sustain nonvanishing HCS terms, while it will be adequate to support static finite energy
solutions in RD−2, it will not in general 4 render these topologically stable.
• The static Skyrmion in RD−2 of the gauged O(D − 1) sigma model YMS1 is stable for any allowed
gauge group SO(N). The SCS2 term introduced to the Lagrangian is defined in terms of a different
Skyrme scalar, namely that of the O(D + 1) sigma model, which is not subject to the requirement of
topological stability.
To date there has only been one application [13, 14] of new CS dynamics, namely in the SO(5) and
SU(3) gauged YMH systems, in 3 + 1 dimensional spacetime. The YMH Lagrangian was augmented with
the first two members in the hierarchy of Higgs-CS terms. The qualitative and quantitative properties of the
solutions resulting from these two members of the HCS tower were effectively different. Before adding the
HCS terms, the YMH system supported electrically charged Julia-Zee [18] (JZ) type static solitons in R3. As
expected, the energies of the electrically charged JZ type solutions are larger than those of the electrically
neutral ones. But when the HCS term(s) were introduced, it was found that the energies of the electrically
charged solutions were smaller than those of the electrically neutral ones, in some regions of the parameter
space.
Of course whether this effect persists in other other systems must be tested. The most interesting future
investigations are those empolying SCS terms to deform gauged Skyrmions. These involve adding the SCS
terms Ω
(D−1,N)
SCS and Ωˆ
(D−1,N)
SCS given by (13)-(14) defined in terms of the O(D + 1) Skyrme scalar to the
Lagrangian of the O(D − 1) Skyrme model, in D − 1 dimensional spacetime.
When studying static solutions, as is the case envisaged here, the definitions of these SCS terms simplifies.
This simplification is of crucial importance in practice. Concerning Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
in (13)-(14), while we have no
closed form expression for the arbitrary case, their construction in any given case is uniquely determined by
the presecription of gauging the relevant sigma model. Examples of these are seen in (18)-(25) above. The
definitions of ω(D) ≡ ω
(D)
iD=D
by contrast can be given in closed form in the general case but, this definition is
not unique. This non-uniqueness however is of no consequence when restricting attention to the static limit.
Consider for illustration the example (15) that we had privleged above,
ω(D) = εµ1µ2...µD−1
(
sinD−1 f (1)∂iµ1f
(1)
)(
sinD−2 f (2)∂iµ2 f
(2)
)
. . .
(
sin f∂iµD−1 f
(D−1)
)
g .
It is obvious that this ω(D) vanishes in the static limit.
As a result, (13)-(14) simplify to
Ω
(D−1,N)
SCS
def.
= Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
, D − 1 even
Ωˆ
(D−1,N)
SCS
def.
= Ω
(D,N)
iD=D
+ λΩ
(N )
i=2N , D − 1 odd ,
which in the cases of interest considered above are given by the explicit expressions (18)-(25) with the terms
ω(D) suppressed in both. Such tasks are now under intensive consideration.
Acknowledgments I am indebted to Eugen Radu and Francisco Navarro-Le´rida for extensive discussions
and collaboration on aspects of this subject. Thanks also to Brian Dolan, Olaf Lechtenfeld, Charles Nash
and Denjoe O’Connor for their comments.
4The possiblity of assuring stability by arranging to have self-dual solutions prior to the introduction of the HCS terms is
absent, except in 3 dimensions.
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A Higgs-Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) densities
These are dimensional descendants of the Chern-Pontryagin (CP) densities in some higher (even) dimension.
In the present context, the CP are defined as the trace of an antisymmetrised product of anti-Hermitian
2N × 2N Yang-Mills curvatures. The bulk space is taken to be MD × SN , where MD is the residual space
and SN the co-dimension. While D +N = 2N is even, D and N can be both even, or, both odd.
The dimensional reduction scheme used is that introduced by Schwarz in [9], and is applied in [10]. The
specific calculus of dimensional reduction employed here is an adaptation of the formalism in [10] to the case
of codimension SN applied here. This can be found in [11] (and references therein). Basically, all we need
here is what is given in [11], the only difference being that we relax the restrictive choice of residual gauge
groups imposed there. This can be made transparent after stating the dimensional reduction formulas for
the gauge connection A = (Ai,AI) on MD × SN , with i = 1, 2, . . . , D and I = 1, 2, . . . , N .
In [9, 10], the imposition of symmetry on the gauge connection A on MD ×KN is carried out by solving
the symmetry equation involving the ingomogeneous term g−1∂Ig, only at a fixed point of K
N . At the fixed
point the inhomogeneous term in the symmetry equation is suppressed, rendering it an algebraic equation.
This algebraic equation encodes not the full group of invariance of KN but rather the stability (sub)group
pertining to the fixed point. In the case of SN here, the symmetry groups are SO(N +1) whose little groups
are SO(N) 5.
That the components (Ai,AI) of the connection are given only at a fixed point of SN is not a problem,
since the only quantities of interest, the action and the Chern-Pontryagin densities, are the gauge invari-
ant, being expressed in terms of the traces of products of gauge covariant quantities (Fij ,FiI ,FIJ) of the
curvature.
An important consideration in the next two subsections will be the question of the choice of residual
gauge group and Higgs multiplet which are two interrelated but separate issues. It is well known that after
the descent, the components of the gauge connection AI on the codimension KN appear as scalars on the
residual space MD. For descents by N ≥ 2, where the components of the curvature FIJ do not vanish,
an explicit symmetry breaking potential appears in the residual action density 6. Thus, the scalars on the
residual space MD can be described as Higgs fields. (When N = 1, no explicit potential appears, but
symmetry breaking asymptotics necessary for finite energy, persists.)
The residual gauge group must be chosen to be large enough for the Higgs-Chern-Simons (HCS) density
to be nonvanishing. This is because the HCS in D− 1 dimensional (Minkowski) space is descended from the
Higgs-Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) density in D dimensions, and the latter is arrived at by subjecting the N -th
Chern-Pontryagin (CP) density to dimensional descent down to D dimensions, i.e. N > D/2. This means
that the residual gauge group must be large enough so that the trace of the N -fold product of elements of its
algebra do not vanish, leading to a straightforward group theoretical consideration in each case of interest.
The Higgs multiplet in the residual field configuration is constrained by the requirement that the static
solutions in the Yang-Mills–Higgs(YMH) model on RD−2, before introducing the HCS term to the YMH
Lagrangian, should support finite energy topologically stable solitons. Crudely, this means at least that the
Higgs multiplets must contain the adjoint representation of the residual gauge group and avoid being in the
fundamental representation. (We will refine this argument in Subsection A.2 below.)
In the next two subsections, we present the descent formulas for odd and evenN separately. The technical
reason for presenting odd and even N cases separately is, that the Gamma matrices ΓI (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) in
N dimensions are employed to represent the algebra of SO(N), and it is only for even N that there is a
chiral matrix ΓN+1. As a result, the descent formulas for even N are qualitatively different from those for
odd N .
5In the case of S2 the little group is Abelian, this case being qualitatively different from all other N ≥ 3 cases.
6The action density in the bulk space can be chosen to be any gauge invariant and Lorentz invariant density TrF(2p)2,
F(2p) being the p-fold antisymmetrised product of the curvature F(2). For details, we refer to Ref. [11].
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A.1 Descent over SN : N odd
For the descent from the bulk dimension 2N = D + N down to odd D (over odd N), the components of
the residual connection evaluated at the Noth pole of SN are given by
Ai = Ai(~x)⊗ 1I (A.1)
AI = Φ(~x)⊗
1
2
ΓI . (A.2)
The unit matrix in (A.1), like the gamma matrix in N dimensions in (A.2), are 2
1
2
(N−1) × 2
1
2
(N−1) arrays.
If it is desired to have a traceless n× n anti-Hermitian residual gauge connection Ai(~x), then the (traceless
and anti-Hermitian) connection Ai in the bulk must be taken to be 2
1
2
(N−1) n× 2
1
2
(N−1) n. The same goes
for Φ and AI , except that now Φ does not have to be traceless 7
In (A.1) and (A.2), and everywhere henceforth, we have denoted the components of the residual co-
ordinates as xi = ~x. The dependence on the codimension coordinate xI is suppressed since all fields are
evaluated at a fixed point (North or South pole) of the codimension sphere.
The resulting components of the curvature are
Fij = Fij(~x)⊗ 1I (A.3)
FiI = DiΦ(~x)⊗
1
2
ΓI (A.4)
FIJ = S(~x) ⊗ ΓIJ ; S
def.
= −(η2 1I + Φ2) , (A.5)
where ΓIJ = −
1
4 [ΓI ,ΓJ ] are the Dirac representation matrices of SO(N) (the stability group of the symmetry
group of the N -sphere) and the dimensionful constant η is the inverse of the radius of SN , which plays the
role of the Higgs vacuum expectation value. In (A.4), DiΦ is the covariant derivative of the Higgs field Φ
DiΦ = ∂iΦ+ [Ai,Φ] (A.6)
A.2 Descent over SN : N even
Because of the presence of chiral matrix ΓN+1 in this case, the solution of the descent equations are
Ai = A
(+)
i (~x)⊗ P+ +A
(−)
i (~x)⊗ P− +
i
2
ai(~x) ΓN+1 (A.7)
AI = ϕ(~x)⊗
1
2
P+ ΓI − ϕ(~x)
† ⊗
1
2
P− ΓI , (A.8)
where ΓI now are 2
N
2 × 2
N
2 , as are the projection operators
P± =
1
2
(1I± ΓN+1) . (A.9)
Again, A
(±)
i can be arranged to be n× n traceless anti-Hermitian connections, and ai is an Abelian factor.
Unlike in the odd-N case however, the n× n complex arrays ϕ in (A.8) are not constrained by Hermiticity
of tracelessness.
The resulting components of the curvature are
Fij = F
(+)
ij (~x)⊗ P+ + F
(−)
ij (~x)⊗ P− +
i
2
fij(~x) ΓN+1 (A.10)
FiI = Diϕ(~x)⊗
1
2
P+ΓI −Diϕ
†(~x)⊗
1
2
P−ΓI (A.11)
FIJ = S
(+)(~x)⊗ P+ΓIJ + S
(−)(~x)⊗ P−ΓIJ , (A.12)
7In practice, when constructing soliton solutions, Φ is taken to be traceless without loss of generality.
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with the non-Abelian and Abelian curvatures
F
(±)
ij = ∂iA
(±)
j − ∂jA
(±)
i + [A
(±)
i , A
(±)
j ] (A.13)
fij = ∂iaj − ∂jai . (A.14)
respectively, the covariant derivative
Diϕ = ∂iϕ+A
(+)
i ϕ− ϕA
(−)
i + i ai ϕ (A.15)
and
S(+) = ϕϕ† − η2 , S(−) = ϕ† ϕ− η2 . (A.16)
The Abelian field can be absorbed by denoting A
(±)
i formally as(
A
(±)
i ±
i
2
ai 1I
)
→ A
(±)
i (A.17)
Given the doubling of the two chiralities in (A.7)-(A.8) and (A.10)-(A.12), all gauge invariant quantities can
be expressed in terms of the (n× n)⊕ (n× n) chirally symmetric gauge connection and the Higgs field
Ai
def.
=
[
A
(+)
i 0
0 A
(−)
µ
]
, Φ
def.
=
[
0 ϕ
−ϕ† 0
]
(A.18)
In this notation all gauge invariant quantities are expressed in terms of the gauge covariant quantities
Fij = ∂iAj − ∂jAi + [Ai, Aj ] =
[
F
(+)
ij 0
0 F
(−)
ij
]
(A.19)
DµΦ = ∂iΦ+ [Ai,Φ] =
[
0 Diϕ
−Diϕ† 0
]
(A.20)
S = −(η2 1I + Φ2) =
[
S(+) 0
0 S(−)
]
. (A.21)
Before proceeding to give some examples of Higgs–Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) densities, we point out that the
above formulae (A.7)-(A.8) in the case of N = 2 are not the most general. This is because, SO(2), the little
group of the symmetry group of S2, is Abelian in contrast to all other SN , when this little group, SO(N),
is non-Abelian. As a result the (gauge) symmetry equations have (infinitely) more numerous solutions as
discussed in [10]. In this case (A.7)-(A.8) are replaced by
Ai = A
α
i λα + ai λn(n+2) , α = 1, 2, . . . , n (A.22)
where (λα, λn(n+2)) are the SU(n) and U(1) generators of the algebra of SU(n+ 1), and,
AI =


0 0 0 0 0 ϕ1
0 0 0 . . ϕ2
0 0 0 . . .
0 . . . . .
0 . . . . ϕn
−ϕ†1 −ϕ
†
2 . . −ϕ
†
n 0


(A.23)
where now the Higgs field (A.23) consists of the fundemental multiplet
φ =


ϕ1
ϕ2
.
.
ϕn

 (A.24)
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and the anti-fundamental φ†.
It can be checked that (Ai,AI) for N = 2 in (A.7)-(A.8) are the special cases of (A.22)-(A.23) for n = 1.
Here, we have displayed (A.23) only for completeness, and have ignored that option in Section 2, in the
construction of Higgs–Chern-Simons (HCS) densities. This is because no (stable) soliton solutions for Higgs
fields in this, (A.24), representation can be constructed in any RD−2.
A.3 Some examples of Higgs–Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) densities
We restrict our attention here to HCP densities descended from the 3-rd and 4-th CP densities in 6 and 8
bulk dimensions. We further restrict ourselves to residual dimensions D ≥ 4 since HCP densities in lower
dimensions than these are not relevant to the construction Higgs–Chern-Simons densities. This is because
2+1 dimensional Minkowski space is the lowest dimension in which a Chern-Simons density can be defined.
We now list the results of the application of the formulas (A.3)-(A.5) and (A.10)-(A.12). The cru-
cial property of the residual HCP densities is that like the CP densities in the bulk, they are explicitly
total divergence as noted in (4). In the case of odd residual dimensions we will use (A.3)-(A.5) directly, but
in the case of even residual dimensions we will use instead the notation given by (A.18), and, (A.19), (A.20)
and (A.21), together with the (n× n)⊕ (n× n) (formally) chiral matrix Γˆ(n)
Γˆ(n) =
[
−1In×n 0n×n
0n×n 1In×n
]
(A.25)
In the list below, we give the explicit (total divergence) expressions for C
(N ,D)
HCP =∇ ·Ω
(N ,D) in the notation
of (4). For the HCP densities descended from the 3-rd CP density we find the HCP densities C
(3,5)
HCP and C
(3,4)
HCP
in 5 and 4 dimensional residual spaces, respectively,
C
(3,5)
HCP = εijklmTr Fij FklDmΦ = ∂mΩ
(3,5)
m , (A.26)
Ω(3,5)m = εijklm Tr Fij Fkl Φ (A.27)
C
(3,4)
HCP = εijkl Tr Γˆ
(n) (S FijFkl + 2DiΦDjΦFkl) = ∂iΩ
(3,4)
i (A.28)
Ω
(3,4)
i = εijklTr Γˆ
(n)
[
− 2η2Aj
(
Fkl −
2
3
AkAl
)
+ (ΦDjΦ−DjΦΦ)Fkl
]
(A.29)
For the HCP densities descended from the 4-th CP density we find the HCP densities C
(4,7)
HCP, C
(4,6)
HCP, C
(4,5)
HCP
and C
(4,4)
HCP in 7, 6, 5 and 4 dimensional residual spaces, in that order,
C
(4,7)
HCP = εijklmnpTr Fij Fkl FmnDpΦ = ∂pΩ
(4,7)
p (A.30)
Ω(4,7)p = εijklmnp Tr Fij Fkl FmnΦ (A.31)
C
(4,6)
HCP = εijklmn Tr Γˆ
(n)
[
S FijFklFmn + 2FijFklDmΦDnΦ + FijDmΦFklDnΦ
]
= ∂iΩ
(4,6)
i (A.32)
Ω
(4,6)
i = εijklmn Tr Γˆ
(n)Aj
[(
FklFmn − FklAmAn +
2
5
AkAlAmAn
)
+
+DjΦ (ΦFklFmn + FklΦFmn + FklFmnΦ)
]
(A.33)
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C
(4,5)
HCP = εijklm Tr
[
DmΦ (3η
2 FijFkl + FijFkl Φ
2 +Φ2 FijFkl + Fij Φ
2Fkl)
−2FijDkΦDlΦDm
]
= ∂mΩ
(4,5)
m (A.34)
Ω(4,5)m = εijklm Tr
[
Φ
(
η2 FijFkl +
2
9
Φ2 FijFkl +
1
9
FijΦ
2Fkl
)
−
2
9
(ΦDiΦDjΦ−DiΦΦDjΦ+DiΦDjΦΦ)Fkl
]
(A.35)
C
(4,4)
HCP = εijkl Tr Γˆ
(n)
[
2S2 FijFkl + Fij S Fkl S
+4 (DiΦDjΦ {S, Fkl}+DiΦFklDjΦS)
+2DiΦDjΦDkΦDlΦ
]
= ∂iΩ
(4,4)
i (A.36)
Ω
(4,4)
i = εijkl Tr Γˆ
(n)
{
6η4Aj
(
Fkl −
2
3
Ak Al
)
− 6 η2 (ΦDjΦ−DjΦΦ) Fkl
+
[ (
Φ2DjΦΦ− ΦDjΦΦ
2
)
− 2
(
Φ3DjΦ−DjΦΦ
3
) ]
Fkl
}
(A.37)
The most important property of the above displayed residual CP densities D dimensions, namely the HCP
densities C
(N ,D)
HCP (A.26)-(A.36), is that they are total divergence
8.
For N = 3 and N = 4, these are listed above. The residual gauge connection in odd D is the anti-
Hermitian n × n matrix in (A.1), while the residual gauge connection in even D is the anti-Hermitian
(n×n)⊕(n×n) matrix (A.18). The integer n in each case can be chosen according to physical requirements.
A special case of interest is the case n = 1, i.e. when the residual gauge group is Abelian. This is the case
when the effect of adding the Higgs–Chern-Simons (HCS) term to the Lagrangian on the solitons of Abelian
Higgs systems is to be studied, e.g. in the case of Abelian-Higgs vortices in 2+1 dimensions. (Note that the
usual Chern-Simons term is the leading term in the HCS density.) Another area of potential interest is in
the study black holes interacting with the Maxwell field e.g. in 4 + 1 dimensions.
It is clear from (A.1) that for odd D there is no possibility of sustaining a residual Abelian gauge field,
while this is possible for even D as seen from (A.7). In the latter case, to construct the HCP density of an
Abelian system, one can fix n = 1 in (A.7) and suppress the non-Abelian quantities A
(±)
i retaining only the
Abelian connection ai and the complex scalar ϕ, so that (A.7)-(A.8) is now replaced by
Ai =
i
2
ai(~x) ΓN+1 (A.38)
AI = ϕ(~x)
1
2
P+ ΓI − ϕ(~x)
∗ 1
2
P− ΓI , (A.39)
It turns out that the HCP density in this case vanishes in D = 4p for p = 1, 2, . . . and is nonvanishing in
D = 4p+ 2, for p = 0, 1, 2, . . . . To distinguish these from (A.26)-(A.36), we denote them instead as C˜
(N ,D)
HCP ,
in which notation all
C˜
(N ,D=4p)
HCP = 0 , p = 1, 2, . . .
vanish. Concerning the nonvanishing Abelian HCP densities, we apply the same restriction 9 as in (A.26)-
(A.36) above, since only HCP densities in dimensionsD ≥ 4 are relevant to the construction of Chern-Simons
8We note in passing that this all-important property of “total divergence” persists also for the descents (A.22)-(A.23)
involving fundamental Higgs multiplets, which for physical reasons are ignored here. The analogue of (A.28) in this case can
be found in [19].
9Although HCP densities in D = 2 (the p = 0 case in D = 4p + 2) are irrelevant to the construction of Chern-Simons
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densities. For simplicity, we also restrict our attention to descents of N = 2, i.e. N = 2(p+ 1). In this case,
C˜
(N ,D
HCP = C˜
(N=2p+2,D=4p+2)
HCP , can be expressed compactly for the arbitrary p case as
C˜
(2p+2,4p+2)
HCP = εi1i2...i4p+1i4p+2∂i4p+2
[
fi1i2fi3i4 . . . fi4p−1i4p
(
η2 ai4p+1 + iϕ
∗Di4p+1ϕ
)]
(A.42)
which is manifestly total divergence.
B Skyrme-Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) densities
The quantities referred to here as Skyrme-Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) densities are nothing else than the topo-
logical charge densities of SO(N) gauged O(D + 1) Skyrme scalars, where 10 2 ≤ N ≤ D. By construction,
these are not dimensional descents of Chern-Pontryagin (CP) densities. What they have in common with
CP densities is that they are topological charge densities in RD, and like the latter are also (essentially)
total divergence. The nomenclature containing “Chern-Pontryagin” is chosen to underline the analogy with
Higgs–Chern-Pontryagin densities discussed above.
The prescription for constructing the topological charge density for the SO(N) gaugedO(D+1) (Skyrme)
sigma model (2 ≤ N ≤ D) on RD is presented in this Appendix. This is mainly the work in Ref. [16], adapted
to the purposes of the present report. Here, we are not concerned with the topological charge of a given
Skyrme model per se 11. Once we have defined the charge density in D dimensions, on some space MD, all
that interests us is its total divergence expression from which we extract the definition of the definition of
the corresponding Chern-Simons density (SCS) in MD−1.
In the following subsections, we first recall the definition of the topological charge, or winding number,
density of the (ungauged) Skyrmion in RD. Next we present the prescription of constructing the topological
charge density for the SO(N) gauged Skyrmion in RD, and finally we list some relevant examples of these
densities which are referred to as Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (HCP) densities.
B.1 Winding number density of Skyrmions on RD
Skyrme sigma models are the O(D + 1) sigma models in all D-dimensions They are defined in terms of a
scalar field φa, a = 1, 2, . . . , D + 1 subject to the constraint
|φa|2 = 1 (B.1)
The Lorentz invariant density
̺
(D)
0 = εi1i2...iDε
a1a2...aDaD+1∂i1φ
a1 ∂i2φ
a2 ...∂iDφ
aD φaD+1 (B.2)
is essentially total divergence in the sense that when subjected to the variational principle, with the
constraint (B.1) taken into account, there result no equations of motion.
When the D-dimensional space MD is RD, then the volume integral of ̺
(D)
0 is a winding number (up to
angular volume), i.e. it is an integer qualifying it as a topological charge density.
densities, it may be interesting to see that they indeed do not vanish and are also total divergence. The N = 4 and N = 6
examples are
C˜
(3,2)
HCP = εij∂i
[
iη4 aj + (|ϕ|
2 − 2η2)ϕ∗Djϕ
]
(A.40)
C˜
(4,2)
HCP = εij∂i
[
−iη6 aj +
(
(|ϕ|2)2 − 3η2|ϕ|2 + 3η4
)
ϕ∗Djϕ
]
(A.41)
10This integer N here should not be confused with that appearing in SN in Appendix A. It is quite distinct from the latter,
but plays a curiously analogous role.
11Ultimately the objective is to study the effect that the new Chern-Simons has on the soliton on RD−2, so in this respect
the topological charge is only of academic interest here.
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If one chooses to parametrise φa with the ’polar’ functions f (1), f (2), . . . , f (D−1), and the ’azimuthal’
function g on SD, one has
̺
(D)
0 = εi1i2...iD
(
sinD−1 f (1)∂i1f
(1)
)(
sinD−2 f (2)∂i2f
(2)
)
. . .
(
sin f∂iD−1f
(D−1)
)
∂iDg (B.3)
= ∂iD
(
εi1i2...iD
(
sinD−1 f (1)∂i1f
(1)
)(
sinD−2 f (2)∂i2f
(2)
)
. . .
(
sin f∂iD−1f
(D−1)
)
g
)
(B.4)
which is manifestly a total divergence. Of course the total divergence property (B.4) unique, and other
one of the other D − 1 partial derivatives could have been privileged. This choice here is made merely on
typographical convenience.
We express (B.4) as
̺
(D)
0
def.
= ∂iDω
(D)
iD
, (B.5)
in a simplified notation.
B.2 Topological charge density of SO(N) gauged Skyrmions
Dividing the components fof the Skyrme scalar as φa = (φα, φA) according to α = 1, 2, . . . , N and A =
N + 1, N + 2, . . . , D+ 1, we proceed to gauge N components φα with SO(N) and leave the components φA
Diφ
α = ∂iφ
α +Aiφ
α (B.6)
Diφ
A = ∂iφ
A (B.7)
Ai being the SO(N) gauge connection A
αβ
i = −A
βα
i . In (B.6) and henceforth we use the notation
Aiφ
α = Aαβi φ
β . (B.8)
It is clear that the topological charge density ̺
(D)
0 , (B.2), while it is (Lorentz invariant and) total divergence,
it is not invariant under the gauge transformation (B.6)-(B.7).
One can construct the Lorentz invariant density for the Skyrme scalar φa
̺
(D)
N = εi1i2...iDε
a1a2...aDaD+1Di1φ
a1Di2φ
a2 . . . DiDφ
aD φaD+1 (B.9)
which is invariant under SO(N) gauge transformations, but unlike ̺
(D)
0 is not total divergence.
The required ”topological charge” density ̺(D) must be Lorentz invariant, gauge invariant, and be
total divergence. To this end, one casts the difference between ̺
(D)
N and ̺
(D)
0 in the form
̺
(D)
N − ̺
(D)
0 =∇ ·Ω
(D,N)[A, φ]−W (D,N)[F,Dφ] . (B.10)
The superscript (D,N) onW andΩ indicate that the Skyrme model is in D dimensions, and it is gauged with
SO(N). The scalar W (D,N)[F,Dφ] is expressed in terms of the curvature F , and the covariant derivative
Dφ, and is therefore gauge invariant. The quantity Ω(D,N)[A, φ] ≡ Ω
(D,N)
i [A, φ] however is expressed in
terms of the connection A, and is gauge variant.
Rearranging (B.10) leads to the two equivalent definitions of the topological charge density ̺(D,N),
̺(D,N)
def.
= ̺
(D)
N +W
(D,N)[F,Dφ] (B.11)
def.
= ̺
(D)
0 +∇ ·Ω
(D,N)[A, φ] (B.12)
Note that the quantity Ω(D,N) in (B.12) is distinct from its Higgs analogue Ω(N ,D) appearing in (4).
Both terms in (B.11) are separately gauge invariant 12, while definition (B.12) consists of two gauge
variant terms whose sum is of course gauge invariant. The advantage (B.12) has is that it is expressed a
total divergence explicitly, which is the property needed for the definition of Chern-Simons densities.
12In the context of establishing lower bounds on the energy of static fields on RD, this expression of the topologcal charge is
used in the Bogomol’nyi analysis.
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For ̺(D,N) to qualify as a topological charge density, its volume integral in RD must be an integer (up
to a factor of the angular volume). This is the case with the volume integral of ̺
(D)
0 in (B.12), as defined by
(B.2). It follows that the surface integral of the term
Ω(D,N)[A, φ]
in (B.12) must vanish. This can always be arranged in any given example, but we are not concerned with
that question here.
What interests us here is, that in (B.12) we have an expression for the topological charge density ̺(D,N)
which is explicitly total divergence and is the Skyrme-analogue of the usual CP density. This is what
we referred to above as the Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) density C
(D,N)
SCP . Identifying C
(D,N)
SCP with the
topological density ̺(D,N), we rewrite the useful expression (B.12) as
C
(D,N)
SCP = ̺
(D)
0 +∇ ·Ω
(D,N)[A, φ]
= ∇ ·
(
ω
(D) +Ω(D,N)
)
, (B.13)
having used the notation in (B.5). Several instructive examples of (B.11)-(B.12) are given in the next
subsection.
We now note that in all even dimensions, sayD = 2N , in addition to the SCP densities (B.13), there exist
also the usual N -th CP densities C
(N )
CP , (1). These (usual) CP densities can be added to the SCP densities
(B.11)-(B.12), while retaining the all-important total divergence property. Since in any given dimension the
gauging prescription (B.6)-(B.7) provides for various groups SO(N) with 2 ≤ N ≤ D, this information is
implicitly encoded in the relevant C
(N )
CP , i.e. that the N -th CP term in question is that for gauge group
SO(N).
Thus in even dimensions the definition of the SCP density (B.13) is extended by the addition of the usual
CS term in those dimensions, for the given gauge group. To make this clear, we introduce the modified
notation
Cˆ
(D,N)
SCP = C
(D,N)
SCP + λ C
(N )
CP
= ∇ ·
(
ω
(D) +Ω(D,N)
)
+ λ C
(N )
CP , (B.14)
where λ is some real number to be precised in the next subsection.
B.3 Some examples of Skyrme–Chern-Pontryagin (SCP) densities
We will list some instructive (but not exclusively relevant to the task here) examples of (B.11)-(B.12) SCP
densities here, in three groupings. The first of these pertains to gauging with SO(D) for D = 2, 3, 4. The
second one is for gauge group SO(3) for D = 4, 5 and the third for gauge group SO(2) for D = 3, 4, 5. This
way one can glean some general features of the SCP densities.
While in Section 3 we will need only (B.12) , or (B.13) in the construction of Skyrme–Chern-Simons
(SCS) densities, here we give also the versions given by (B.11) as an illustration of the results.
The index notation used is that in (B.6)-(B.7), the coordinates on the D-dimensional space being i =
1, 2, . . . , D, α = 1, 2, . . . , N and A = N + 1, N + 2, . . . , D + 1.
B.3.1 SCP densities for SO(D) gauging: N = D = 2, 3, 4
N = D = 2, SO(2): i = 1, 2, α = 1, 2 and A = 3
C
(2,2)
SCP = ̺
(2)
2 +
1
2
εijε
αα′φ3Fαα
′
ij ≡ ̺
(2)
2 + εijφ
3Fij (B.15)
= ∂i
(
ω
(2)
i + εijε
αα′φ3Aαα
′
j
)
≡ ∂i
(
ω
(2)
i + 2 εijφ
3Aj
)
, εαα
′
Aαα
′
j = 2Ai (B.16)
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N = D = 3, SO(3): i = 1, 2, 3, α = 1, 2, 3 and A = 4
C
(3,3)
SCP = ̺
(3)
3 −
3
2
εijkε
αββ′φαF ββ
′
ij Dkφ
4 (B.17)
= ∂k
(
ω
(3)
k + 3 εijkε
αββ′φα∂iφ
4Aββ
′
j
)
(B.18)
N = D = 4, SO(4): i = 1, 2, 3, 4, α = 1, 2, 3, 4 and A = 5
C
(4,4)
SCP = ̺
(4)
4 + εijklε
αβγδφ5[3F γδkl Diφ
αDjφ
β +
1
4
(φ5)2Fαβij F
γδ
kl ] (B.19)
= ∂i
(
ω
(4)
i +
3
2
εijklε
αα′ββ′
[
φ5(1−
1
3
(φ5)2)Aαα
′
j
(
∂kA
ββ′
l +
2
3
(AkAl)
ββ′
)]
+3φ5
[
Fαα
′
jk φ
βDlφ
β′ − ∂j
[
Aαα
′
k φ
β
(
2∂lφ
β′ +Alφ
β′
)] ])
(B.20)
We can now reconsider the extended definition (B.14) in the case of even D. For the examples (B.15)-(B.16)
and (B.19)-(B.20) at hand, the C
(N )
CP in question are the (usual) 1-st and 2-nd CP invariants with gauge
groups G = SO(2) and G = SO(4) respectively
C
(1)
CP =
1
2
εij εαα′ F
αα′
ij = εij εαα′∂iA
αα′
j (B.21)
C
(2)
CP =
1
4
εijkl εαα′ββ′ F
αα′
ij F
ββ′
kl
= ∂i εijkl εαα′ββ′A
αα′
j
(
∂kA
ββ′
l +
2
3
(AkAl)
ββ′
)
(B.22)
For λ = −1 the volume integral of Cˆ
(2,2)
SCP is equal to the volume integral of ̺
(2)
0 = ∂iω
(2)
i , namely to the
winding number, which is what is required to qualify it as a topological charge density 13. While this is a
very important property in the context of solitons, in the subsequent step of defining a Skyrme–Chern-Simons
density choosing λ = −1 is not of special importance.
13Subtracting (B.21) from (B.16) yields
C
(2,2)
SCP = ∂i
(
ω
(2)
i + εijε
αα′(φ3 − 1)Aαα
′
j
)
.
The volume integral of the second term does has vanishing contribution. This is because it is evaluated as a surface integral
and φ3 = 1 asymptotically by virtue of finite energy conditions at infinity. Thus only the first term contributes, namely the
winding number.
Likewise, subtracting (B.22) from (B.20) yields
C
(4,4)
SCP = ∂i
(
ω
(4)
i +
3
2
εijklε
αα′ββ′
[(
−
2
3
+ φ5(1−
1
3
(φ5)2)
)
Aαα
′
j
(
∂kA
ββ′
l +
2
3
(AkAl)
ββ′
)
+3φ5
[
Fαα
′
jk φ
βDlφ
β′ − ∂j
[
Aαα
′
k φ
β
(
2∂lφ
β′ + Alφ
β′
)] ])
Again the contribution of the volume integral is only the winding number since the integrand in the relevant surface integral
vanishes. The first two terms there vanish due to φ5 = 1 at infinity, and the last term vanishes since φ5 = 1 implies |φα| = 0.
The effects of these two subtractions on (B.15) and (B.19) are also interesting. The results are
C
(2,2)
SCP = ̺
(2)
2 +
1
2
εijε
αα′ (φ3 − 1)Fαα
′
ij ,
C
(4,4)
SCP = ̺
(4)
4 + εijklε
αβγδ
[
3φ5F γδ
kl
Diφ
αDjφ
β +
1
4
(
(φ5)3 − 1
)
F
αβ
ij F
γδ
kl
]
.
In the corresponding Bogomol’nyi analyses, respectively, the two “pion-mass” potentials
(φ3 − 1)2 and ((φ5)3 − 1)2
emerge naturally. The first of these “pion-mass” potentials, namely that in 2+ 1 dimensions, appears in [17], where the charge
density (B.15)-(B.16) is also given in a slightly different formulation.
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B.3.2 SCP densities for SO(3) gauging: D = 4, 5
N = 3, D = 4, SO(3): i = 1, 2, 3, 4, α = 1, 2, 3 and A = 4, 5
C
(4,3)
SCP = ̺
(4)
3 + 2 εijklε
ABFαij φ
αDk φ
ADl φ
B (B.23)
= ∂i
(
ω
(4)
i + 4 εijklε
ABAαj φ
α∂k φ
A ∂l φ
B
)
(B.24)
N = 3, D = 5, SO(3): i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, α = 1, 2, 3 and A = 4, 5, 6
C
(5,3)
SCP = ̺
(5)
3 +
1
2
εijklmε
ABCFαij φ
αDkφ
ADlφ
BDmφ
C (B.25)
= ∂i
(
ω
(5)
i + εijklmε
ABC Aαj φ
α∂kφ
A∂lφ
B∂mφ
C
)
(B.26)
In the 4-dimensional case (B.23)-(B.24), one can add/subtract the 2-nd SO(3) CP density
C
(2)
CP = εijkl F
α
ij F
α
kl
= 4 εijkl A
α
j
(
∂kA
α
l +
2
3
(AkAl)
α
)
(B.27)
B.3.3 SCP densities for SO(2) gauging: D = 3, 4, 5
N = 2, D = 3, SO(2): i = 1, 2, 3, α = 1, 2 and A = 3, 4
C
(3,2)
SCP = ̺
(3)
2 + εijkε
ABFij Dkφ
AφB (B.28)
= ∂i
(
ω
(3)
i + εijkε
ABAj ∂kφ
A φB
)
(B.29)
N = 2, D = 4, SO(2): i = 1, 2, 3, 4, α = 1, 2 and A = 3, 4, 5
C
(4,2)
SCP = ̺
(4)
2 + εijklε
ABCFij Dk φ
ADl φ
B φC (B.30)
= ∂i
(
ω
(4)
i + 2 εijklε
ABC Aj ∂k φ
A ∂l φ
B φC
)
(B.31)
N = 2, D = 5, SO(2): i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, α = 1, 2 and A = 3, 4, 5, 6
C
(5,2)
SCP = ̺
(5)
2 + εijklmε
ABCDFij Dkφ
ADlφ
BDmφ
CφD (B.32)
= ∂i
(
ω
(5)
i + 2 εijklmε
ABCD Aj ∂kφ
A∂lφ
B∂mφ
CφD
)
(B.33)
Again, in the 4-dimensional case (B.30)-(B.31), one can add/subtract the 2-nd Abelian CP density
C
(2)
CP = εijkl FijFkl = 2 εijkl ∂i (Aj Fkl) (B.34)
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